
Geography
INTENT - to what do we aspire for our children?

A high-quality geography education should inspire in pupils a curiosity and fascination about the world and its people that will
remain with them for the rest of their lives. Teaching should equip pupils with knowledge about diverse places, people,
resources and natural and human environments, together with a deep understanding of the Earth’s key physical and human
processes. As pupils progress, their growing knowledge about the world should help them to deepen their understanding of
the interaction between physical and human processes, and of the formation and use of landscapes and environments.
Geographical knowledge, understanding and skills provide the frameworks and approaches that explain how the Earth’s
features at different scales are shaped, interconnected and change over time.

Source: National Curriculum (updated Jan 2021)

At HPPS geography develops the school's 4 key drivers in the following ways:

Excellence

A HP geographer has

- excellent knowledge of places and what they are like
- excellent understanding of the ways in which places are interdependent and interconnected and how much physical

and human environments are interrelated
- an extensive base of geographical knowledge and vocabulary
- the ability to reach clear conclusions and develop a reasoned argument to explain findings

Character

A HP geographer demonstrates

- a passion for and commitment to the subject and a real sense of curiosity to find out about the world and the people

who live there

- the ability to express well balanced opinions rooted in very good knowledge and understanding about current and

contemporary issues in society and the environment

Community

A HP geographer

- understands the cultural diversity of local and global geography

- understand that people around the world have different experiences and ways of life but that we have an impact on

each other

- will explore interconnections and their subsequent influences on people, places and characteristics

Equity

We believe that all children regardless of need will engage in a curriculum that will enable all pupils to become geographers

structured oracy opportunities

- knowledge notes to scaffold the key knowledge

- explicit teaching of new vocabulary and revisiting of previously learnt vocabulary

Aims of the Geography Curriculum



● develop contextual knowledge of the location of globally significant places – both terrestrial and marine – including their
defining physical and human characteristics and how these provide a geographical context for understanding the actions
of processes

● understand the processes that give rise to key physical and human geographical features of the world, how these are
interdependent and how they bring about spatial variation and change over time

● are competent in the geographical skills needed to:
● collect, analyse and communicate with a range of data gathered through experiences of fieldwork that deepen their

understanding of geographical processes
● interpret a range of sources of geographical information, including maps, diagrams, globes, aerial photographs and

Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
● communicate geographical information in a variety of ways, including through maps, numerical and quantitative skills and

writing at length
● understand how physical and human geography contribute towards cultural diversity and uniqueness
● articulate their knowledge and understanding of geography and being a geographer

Long term sequence
It is our intention that pupils become a little more expert as they progress through the curriculum, accumulating and
connecting substantive and disciplinary geographical knowledge. Our curriculum follows the principles of instruction, is
guided by understanding how the memory works and cognitive load theory.
Our curriculum starts in EYFS and that is outlined below:



‘Golden Thread’ Concept Mapping across the geography curriculum
The substantive concepts have been chosen inline with the school’s key drivers as outlined above.
Children learn abstract concepts learned through meaningful examples and repeated encounters in different contexts across
the curriculum. This explicit planning supports children to transfer their knowledge across the curriculum and use it to frame
future learning.



Knowledge organisers are used for each unit. Summary of
the main reasons for use below:

● Conveys the core knowledge in one place
● A reference point for pupils and teachers
● Used to support questioning and retrieval
● Used in books to support participation
● Highlights key vocabulary
● Reduces split attention effect

Disciplinary knowledge: this is the use of knowledge as a geographer; the types of questions a geographer might ask
themselves as they explore the world. These are framed as questions in order to ensure personalisation to each unit of
learning but also to reflect disciplinary thinking.

Year 1 example

Year 6 example



IMPLEMENTATION - how will we deliver the curriculum?

Linking curriculum and pedagogy
Our geography curriculum is taught across each year group in modules that enable pupils to study in depth key geographical
skills and vocabulary and demonstrate their understanding. Each module builds upon prior learning and these are strategically
planned throughout the academic year with opportunities to introduce and revisit key concepts in order to deepen pupil
understanding and embed learning. Low stakes quizzing to retrieve knowledge and remember more is used regularly.

Formative Assessment
Cumulative quizzing is used as a tool to deliver spaced retrieval practice. These are designed to test the understanding of the
taught content, lesson by lesson. Lesson by lesson questions enable teachers to know where strengths and misconceptions
appear before the end of the study. Other formative assessment strategies are used inline with the assessment policy.

Lesson design



Each lesson follows the model above.
- CONNECT to prior knowledge
- EXPLAIN new content i.e. vocabulary
- give an EXAMPLE of new learning
- Pupils ATTEMPT new learning with scaffolding i.e. knowledge notes and organisers
- APPLY new learning independently using success criteria
- Pupils are CHALLENGED to integrate learning with prior knowledge

Opportunities for thinking like a geographer are built into each lesson where appropriate

Reading across the curriculum: Our curriculum is supported with high quality and meaningful texts.

SEND
The curriculum at HPPS is inherently designed to support pupils with SEND through universal quality first teaching. This
includes:

- High expectations and aspirations for all learners
- A carefully structured and sequenced curriculum, specifically designed around how pupils learn
- Pre-planned and focused direct vocabulary instruction
- Modelling and demonstration
- Chunked instructions which are supported by visuals and gestures
- The use of manipulatives and multi-sensory approaches to enhance the curriculum
- Review, recall, repetition and retrieval
- Frequent formative assessment as teachers check for understanding
- Accurate and regular feedback

However, we recognise some pupils need provision ‘additional to’ quality first teaching in order to reach their potential as
geographers. This includes:

- Carefully considered scaffolding
- Pre and post-teaching
- Pre-planned management of cognitive load
- Explicit instruction and modelling
- Structured challenge, without ceilings
- Alternative ways of recording
- Additional targeted adult support

In some instances, specialist adaptations are made to support the specific barriers of individual pupils.

IMPACT - how do we know our curriculum is effective?



Pupil Voice
- use geographical vocabulary
- talk about geographical concepts and knowledge
- discuss ‘being a geographer’
- explain and justify the ‘why’ behind the work
- explain how learning builds on previous knowledge
- articulate their progress regardless of their starting point

High quality outcomes: book study
- demonstrates pride and effort
- captures increasing understanding of geographical concepts, knowledge and fieldwork & skills
- illustrates a clear sequence of learning
- exhibits taught vocabulary used correctly

Assessment
CUSP is designed and built on the premise that ‘learning equals a persistent change in the long term memory.’ Therefore, the
assessment structures are designed to evaluate the effectiveness of the curriculum sometime after it has been taught.

Summative Assessment
The curriculum is a progression model. Teachers will know whether students are making progress if they are learning more of
the curriculum. 

The CUSP curriculum is designed to ensure sequencing of core knowledge, vocabulary, substantive concepts and disciplinary
knowledge. They will know more, and remember more with the taught curriculum content.  Essentially they will be able to do
more with this knowledge in carefully designed learning tasks. 

This will be assessed using the Book Study approach- talking with pupils and looking at their books systematically to reveal:
● Content and knowledge 
● Vocabulary 
● How the pedagogy and taught curriculum helps/hinders their learning

Formative Assessment

Pupils will be assessed formatively as each lesson progresses. Pupils will be given tasks from which the teachers will draw
conclusions. Adaptations will then be made as a result of that evidence. 
Strategies that might be used are: 

● Making explicit the learning intention and success criteria 
● Eliciting evidence of pupils’ prior knowledge 
● Feeding back at the point of learning 
● Inclusive questioning i.e. cold call, mini whiteboards
● Retrieval practice i.e. cumulative quizzing


